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TO: DJSAVE
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: BELL 10
SUBJECT: CO2, ADP/A, WH S/C 2

RE: DJSAVE

REF: WAVE 7084 (IN 37316)*

FI HAS REPORTED THAT DUQUE AND VICTOR PANEQUE (CHILE
DIEGO) WERE RECENTLY IN NEW YORK AND IN CONTACT WITH A NAVAL
INTELLIGENCE OFFICER THERE. THEY WERE ATTEMPTING TO OBTAIN
FINANCING AND SUPPORT FOR THEIR PROPOSED CUBAN OPERATIONS, BUT WERE
GIVEN NO PROMISES OF SUPPORT OR FUNDS. PANEQUE HAS HAD PREVIOUS
CONTACT WITH BUT NO ASSISTANCE FROM SAME OFFICER.

(KIND OF MESSAGE)

WH Comment: *DJSAVE report of DUQUE and GARCIA activities and
status of support to DUQUE'S claimed assets.

by J. L. KING
C/WRD
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